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Current Situation
Current Situation
The importance of Strategic Communications and Information Operations (to include PSYOP) has
finally
been recognized
by theCommunications
U.S. Army and the
Logical Line(toofinclude
Operation
(LLO)
The importance
of Strategic
andInformational
Information Operations
PSYOP)
has
has
now
been
accepted by
as one
of the
five and
critical
in a successful
finally
been
recognized
the U.S.
Army
theLLOs
Informational
LogicalCounter
Line ofInsurgency
Operation (LLO)
operation,
along
with the
Diplomatic,
MilitaryCounter
LLOs. Indeed
the new Army
has now been
accepted
asPolitical,
one of the
five criticalEconomic
LLOs in aand
successful
Insurgency
COIN
manual
rightly states
that in COIN
operations,
Information
(IO)Army
is
operation,
along(FM
with3-24),
the Political,
Diplomatic,
Economic
and Military
LLOs. Operations
Indeed the new
likely
be the (FM
most3-24),
important
LLO,
if not
the most
important,
then certainly
critical to
theis
COINtomanual
rightly
statesand
that
in COIN
operations,
Information
Operations
(IO)
success
of
any
of
the
other
four.
To
quote
directly
from
FM
3-24:
likely to be the most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
success of any of the other four. To quote directly from FM 3-24:
“Arguably, the decisive battle is for the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
critical.
Everybattle
action,is including
uses ofminds;
force, must
“wrapped inIO
a bodyguard
information.”
“Arguably,
the decisive
for the people’s
hencebesynchronizing
with effortsofalong
the other LLOs is
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
of
information”
is revolutionary.
Especially
one
considersshould
that asbelittle
as two in
years
ago, most
This
idea - that everything
we do and
say in awhen
COIN
operation
“wrapped
a bodyguard
commanders
sawisIO,
and the other
tools of soft
as simplythat
secondary
designed
to
of information”
revolutionary.
Especially
whenpower,
one considers
as little functions
as two years
ago, most
create
the
freedom
of
maneuver
needed
to
facilitate
combat
operations.
By
adopting
this
concept,
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
the
USthe
Army
will quickly
deny our
enemies
a criticalcombat
advantage.
If we adequately
explain
every
create
freedom
of maneuver
needed
to facilitate
operations.
By adopting
this our
concept,
word
action,
will gain
greater
support
fromadvantage.
the local population;
we willexplain
minimize
the USand
Army
will we
quickly
denyfar
our
enemies
a critical
If we adequately
our the
every
misunderstandings
easily
arisesupport
when we
do the
whatlocal
we have
to do; and
we will
significantly
word and action, wethat
willcan
gainsofar
greater
from
population;
we will
minimize
the
reduce
an adversary’s
opportunities
distort,
and we
deny
ourtointentions,
words
and deeds.
misunderstandings
that
can so easilytoarise
whendenigrate
we do what
have
do; and we
will significantly
reduce an adversary’s opportunities to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
However, while significant progress has been made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
woods.
Aswhile
highlighted
in my
recent has
article
in made
the fallover
edition
of Middle
Eastwe
Quarter,
However,
significant
progress
been
the last
two years,
are notU.S.
yet out of the
Information
Operationsinremain
but aarticle
shadow
of our
despiteEast
the Quarter,
investment
of hundreds
woods. As highlighted
my recent
in the
fall opponents,
edition of Middle
U.S.
of
millions
of
dollars
annually.
Overall,
Coalition
media
strategies
in
both
Iraq
and
Afghanistan
Information Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
have
resulted
only limited
success
andCoalition
it can be media
arguedstrategies
that our adversaries
the
of millions
of in
dollars
annually.
Overall,
in both Iraqstill
andmaintain
Afghanistan
information
have resultedinitiative.
in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
information initiative.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
aInsurgent
new strategy.
For example,
Johann Most,
a nineteenth-century
German
pamphleteer,
IO capabilities
are advanced.
Violence
is their most effective
propaganda
tool.described
This is not
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
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terrorism as “propaganda of the deed.”1 In both Iraq and Afghanistan, violence intimidates the
uncommitted,
undermines confidence
in the authorities,
demonstrates potency,
and can provoke a
Comprehensive
Approach
to Information
Operations
disproportionate military response from both the Iraqi authorities and the coalition. When
insurgents, terrorists, and militiamen do attack, they use multimedia to amplify their actions and
“Insurgencies
are primarily
concerned
convey
sophisticated messages
to multiple
audiences.with the struggle for men’s minds”

Sir Frank Kitson

Their IO strategy is broad: They employ low technology strategies to permeate their themes down to
the grassroots and exploit mosques both to convey their point to the faithful and to suggest religious
Part One - Setting the Scene
legitimacy. Extremist graffiti provides a constant reminder of their presence. In both countries,
insurgents and militiamen utilize the arts, including paintings, poetry, and songwriting, and post
Current
Situation
flyers, distribute
leaflets, author articles, and even publish their own newspapers and magazines.
They are also highly proficient in high technology messaging. They use SMS text messaging and
The
Strategic
Communications
Information
Operations
(to produce
include PSYOP)
Iraq’simportance
telephone of
system
to intimidate
Iraqis andand
even
coalition members.
They
CDs andhas
finally
recognized
by thewidely
U.S. Army
the Informational
Logical
(LLO)
DVDs,been
which
they distribute
withinand
communities
that U.S.
forcesLine
and of
theOperation
Iraqi government
has
accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
alsonow
seek been
to influence.
operation, along with the Political, Diplomatic, Economic and Military LLOs. Indeed the new Army
COIN
manual (FM
3-24), and
rightly
states that
COIN
operations,
Information They
Operations
(IO)
is
The insurgents,
terrorists,
militiamen
areinadept
at the
art of manipulation.
need not
rely
likely
to betheir
the most
LLO,
and ifstations
not the but
mostcan
important,
then certainly
critical
the
only upon
own important
terrestrial and
satellite
also use foreign
journalists
andtomedia
success
ofensure
any of that
the other
four. To and
quote
directly
FM 3-24:
outlets to
their messages
actions
arefrom
conveyed
to the widest possible audience. But
perhaps their most important tool is the Internet. It provides not only a mass audience but also
“Arguably,
the decisive
battletoisIraqi
for theand
people’s
minds;
hence synchronizing
IO withcoalition
efforts along
the other LLOs is
enables
a quick
response
Afghan
government
and U.S.-led
arguments.
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
In contrast to this sustained information onslaught on all contested audiences, there are significant
This
idea - thatineverything
we do
and saystrategy.
in a COIN
operation
should be
“wrapped
bodyguard
shortcomings
the Coalition
influence
These
shortcomings
include
a lackinofacentral
of
information”
is revolutionary.
Especially
when
one considers
as little
as twofor
years
ago, most
coordination;
campaigns
focused too
much on
abstract
concepts that
without
relevance
ordinary
commanders
saw IO,too
and
the other
tools of
power,
as simplyatsecondary
functions
designed
to
Afghans and Iraqis;
much
investment
in soft
strategic
advertising
the expense
of far more
effective
create
the freedom
of maneuver
needed
to facilitate
combat
operations. By
adopting
this concept,
grass roots
campaigns;
undue focus
on generic
audiences;
a cumbersome
approval
process
prior to
the
US
Army
will
quickly
deny
our
enemies
a
critical
advantage.
If
we
adequately
explain
our
every
product release; a shortage of qualified personnel; failure to effectively utilize and properly manage
word
action, wemetrics
will gainfocused
far greater
support fromrather
the local
we failure
will minimize
the
privateand
contractors;
on performance
thanpopulation;
effectiveness;
to develop
misunderstandings
thata failure
can so to
easily
arise when
we do
whatabout
we have
to do; and we
significantly
local spokesmen; and
convince
the U.S.
public
the importance
of will
information
reduce
an adversary’s
opportunities
to distort,
denigrate
deny our effective
intentions,
operations
thereby securing
the support
and funds
need and
to undertake
IO.words and deeds.
However,
significant
progress
has been made
over one
the last
years, we
are not
out of the
In the facewhile
of these
continuing
shortcomings,
how does
plan,two
organize,
execute
andyetproperly
woods.
in my
recentIO
article
in the that
fall edition
of Middle
East Quarter,
U.S.
measure As
thehighlighted
success of an
effective
campaign
will reach,
be understood
and positively
Information
Operations
remain
but a shadow
our opponents,
despite
of hundreds
impact key audiences
in Iraq,
Afghanistan
and of
anywhere
else. This
articlethe
andinvestment
the two that
will
of
millions
of dollars
annually.
Overall, approach
Coalition designed
media strategies
in both
Iraq and
Afghanistan
follow
will seek
to outline
an integrated
to achieve
this vital
objective.
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
information initiative.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
Johann
Most,For
“Action
as Propaganda,”
July 25, 1885.
a1 new
strategy.
example,
Johann Most, Freiheit,
a nineteenth-century
German pamphleteer, described
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The Glevum Comprehensive Approach

Research
Comprehensive Understanding
Approachthrough
to Information
Operations
Engagement from Understanding
Influence through Engagement

“Insurgencies are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
Sir Frank
The development and execution of a successful
PublicKitson
Diplomacy, Strategic Communications, or
Information Operations campaign requires a combination of American, international and local
professionals consisting of experts
in the development
Human
Terrain Analysis and target
Part One
- Settingof the
Scene
audience selection; attitudinal research including polling, focus groups and structured interviews; the
planning, creative development, testing, production and placement of multimedia products; and the
Current Situation
comprehensive and impartial measurement of effectiveness and performance. Success also requires
an integrated methodology that combines the very best practice from academia, the public
The importance of Strategic Communications and Information Operations (to include PSYOP) has
(Information Operations, PSYOP, Public Affairs and Public Diplomacy communities) and private
finally been recognized by the U.S. Army and the Informational Logical Line of Operation (LLO)
sectors (advertising, marketing, public relations, crisis communications and political campaigning).
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
operation, along with the Political, Diplomatic, Economic and Military LLOs. Indeed the new Army
In order to better support U.S. Government Strategic Communication effort, Glevum Associates
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO) is
has developed a unique approach to IO campaigning. Our comprehensive approach is designed to
likely to be the most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
ensure that we are able to understand, reach and positively influence the attitudes and, ultimately, the
success of any of the other four. To quote directly from FM 3-24:
behavior of any and all target audiences in support of our client’s strategic objectives.
“Arguably, the decisive battle is for the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”

Three Phase Approach

The key to our approach is to provide clients with a genuinely full spectrum Strategic
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
Communications and IO capability. This is achieved in three parallel phases – Research,
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
Engagement and Measurement. The Research Phase begins with the development of an
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
intimate
of the audiences
wefacilitate
need to influence;
our adversary’s
propaganda
efforts;
create
theunderstanding
freedom of maneuver
needed to
combat operations.
By adopting
this concept,
and the wider information environment in which we will operate. From this analysis, we are able to
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
determine which specific audiences can and should be influenced and why. We are also able to
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
determine, with considerable
what
theywe
willdoand
willwe
nothave
understand
– the
they
misunderstandings
that can soaccuracy
easily arise
when
what
to do; and
we narratives
will significantly
accept and use – and what means and medium to use to reach them. Once this vital task is
reduce an adversary’s opportunities to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
complete, we can then begin the Engagement Phase, which includes the creative development,
testing, production and placement of multimedia products as part of an integrated IO or strategic
However, while significant progress has been made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
communications campaign that exploits every possible tool of influence in order to reach the
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
intended target audience and change attitudes and behavior. The impact and success of Phases One
Information Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
and Two are assessed in the Measurement Phase, which involves the impartial assessment of both
of millions of dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
performance and effectiveness. This constant and consistent parallel review process ensures that
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
each campaign remains precisely focused on achieving our client’s objectives. The overall aim of
information initiative.
our approach is to achieve Understanding through Research; Engagement from
Understanding; and Influence through Engagement.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
3
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Essential Prerequisites

Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations

Making the Case for Influence and Information Operations

“Insurgencies
areweprimarily
concerned
foritsmen’s
Everything
we say, every thing
do, and everything
we fail towith
say or the
fail tostruggle
do, will have
impact inminds”
Foreign lands”
Sir Frank KitsonPresident Dwight D. Eisenhower
Before one can commence an effective IO campaign, it is critical that operational commanders fully
Part
One
- Setting
theto use
Scene
understand the strengths and
weakness
of IO
and are willing
it a) as their primary line of
operation or b) as an integrated part of every other operation. If commanders do not understand
that
everything
they do and say will determine the relationship that they will have with the local
Current
Situation
population, then no matter how effective the IO professional is, he or she can never be heard above
the
generated
by other Communications
uncoordinated and
often
counterproductive
operations,
Thenoise
importance
of Strategic
and
Information
Operations
(to includeparticular
PSYOP) has
kinetic
operations.
Every
operation,
even
something
as
simple
as
driving
between
two
forward
finally been recognized by the U.S. Army and the Informational Logical Line of Operation
(LLO)
operating
bases
can
have
a
profound
impact
on
how
we
are
perceived
by
the
local
population.
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
Running
Afghan
driverDiplomatic,
off the roadEconomic
or forcing and
one Military
proud and
innocent
Pashtu
operation,one
along
with or
theIraq
Political,
LLOs.
Indeed
the new Army
tribesman
to
the
ground,
hooded
and
cuffed,
in
front
of
his
fellow
tribesmen
and
family
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operationscan
(IO) is
undermine
months
of
work
designed
to
win
hearts
and
minds
and
will
often
result
in
a
kinetic
likely to be the most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
response.
really
do speak
louder
than words.
success of In
anyCOIN
of theoperations
other four.actions
To quote
directly
from
FM 3-24:
The successful commander must therefore understand that he or she is engaged in an influence
“Arguably, the decisive battle is for the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
operation that is designed to secure and hold the support of a growing percentage of the local
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
population. Without that support the collection of intelligence becomes increasingly difficult and
without intelligence our operations become even more unfocused and unnecessarily provocative.
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
With local support anything is possible, as we have seen so vividly in al Anbar province over the last
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
nine months. The first and perhaps most important task of the IO professional is therefore to
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
influence his own command and commander, rather than the local population.
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
the US
will quickly
a critical
advantage.
If we adequately
explain
our every
The
IOArmy
professional
mustdeny
find our
waysenemies
to properly
educate
the Commander
and his staff
regarding
the
word
and
action,
we
will
gain
far
greater
support
from
the
local
population;
we
will
minimize
the
impact of all actions undertaken by the unit or formation and how every solider or marine is in
misunderstandings
so easily
when
we docreative
what we
have
do; and we
will significantly
reality the front linethat
IO can
warrior.
Thisarise
means
finding
ways
of to
reminding
commanders
of
reduce
adversary’s
opportunities
denigrate
and denyThese
our intentions,
and deeds.
some ofanthe
core principles
of COINtoasdistort,
articulated
in FM3-24.
include thewords
following:
• Allwhile
Operations
will progress
positivelyhas
or negatively
attitudes
However,
significant
been madeinfluence
over the local
last two
years, we are not yet out of the
woods.
As highlighted
my You
recent
articleYour
in theForce,
fall edition
of Middle
Quarter,
• Sometimes,
the in
More
Protect
the Less
Secure East
You May
Be U.S.
Information Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
• Sometimes,
More Force
Is Used,
the Less
Effective
It Is
of millions
of dollarsthe
annually.
Overall,
Coalition
media
strategies
in both Iraq and Afghanistan
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
• Sometimes
Doing Nothing Is the Best Reaction
information
initiative.
• Some of the Best Weapons in COIN Do Not Shoot
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
• strategy.
In COIN
are everything
a new
Forrelationships
example, Johann
Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
4
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Next the IO professional must explain what IO can and cannot do for the commander. Here are
some examples:
Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations
•

Manage the expectations of the local population by promising less and delivering more

•

“Insurgencies
are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
As a tool to restore or bolster the morale of the local population, which has likely been
Sir Frank
stressed by years of conflict, depravations,
andKitson
perceived and real slights

•

Open a dialogue with local population, perhaps over the heads of obstructive leaders

•

Build and reinforce relationships with individuals and communities

Part One - Setting the Scene

Current
Situation
• Inform
local population about our intentions and explain our actions – something they
deserve and have a right to expect. Doing so will significantly reduce misunderstandings and
The importance
of Strategic
Communications
and Information
Operations
(to include
PSYOP) has
forestall enemy
attempts
to distort, denigrate
and deny what
we are doing
and why
finally been recognized by the U.S. Army and the Informational Logical Line of Operation (LLO)
whenasweone
doof
something
wrongLLOs
as perceived
by the local
population.
This is not a
has •nowApologize
been accepted
the five critical
in a successful
Counter
Insurgency
signalong
of weakness
theDiplomatic,
appropriate Economic
response ofand
an Military
ally and LLOs.
friend Indeed the new Army
operation,
with the rather
Political,
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO) is
to and
properlyLLO,
publicize
andimportant,
our effective
tocritical
those complaints
likely• toRespond
be the most
important
and ifcomplaints
not the most
thenrespond
certainly
to the
success
of any of the
four.
To quote
directly
from
FM 3-24:
• Highlight
the other
vices of
opponents
and
counter
adversary
propaganda on a 24/7 basis
• Warn,
or deter
in order
reduce
thesynchronizing
number of IO
occasions
when
“Arguably,
the threaten
decisive battle
is for the
people’stominds;
hence
with efforts
alongwethemust
otheract
LLOs is
aggressively
and
use force
critical. Every
action,
including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
• To publicize the successes that the Iraqi government, local communities and individuals
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
achieve, in the face our common enemies, and to selectively publicize our own success when
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
appropriate.
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
create
theand
freedom
of maneuver
combat
operations.
By adopting
this concept,
The first
most important
roleneeded
of the to
IOfacilitate
professional
is therefore
to educate
commanders,
staffs
the
US
Army
will
quickly
deny
our
enemies
a
critical
advantage.
If
we
adequately
explain
our
every
and units so that they understand that they are the front line of the IO battle and that their actions
word
and action,
we to
willhave
gainthe
fargreatest
greater informational
support from the
local Front
population;
we will
the
and words
are likely
impact.
line units
can minimize
lead the IO
misunderstandings
that
can-so
easily arise
when we do Engagement
what we haveand
to do;
andSupport.
we will significantly
battle in one of three
ways
through
Communication,
Direct
reduce an adversary’s opportunities to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
Firstly, in the course of their normal duties units can deliberately exploit every opportunity to
communicate
with
the localprogress
population
for example
while
at checkpoints
However,
while
significant
has–been
made over
the on
lastpatrol,
two years,
we are notand
yet during
out of the
meetings.
All
soldiers
can
be
given
talking
points
to
use
with
the
local
population.
Second
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S. leaders
and units canOperations
plan operations
with
specificof
intent
of engagingdespite
in a dialogue
with a local
or
Information
remain
butthe
a shadow
our opponents,
the investment
of leader
hundreds
community.
example,
by undertaken
meetingsmedia
and social
gatherings
to foster
of
millions ofFor
dollars
annually.
Overall, Coalition
strategies
in bothdesigned
Iraq andsimply
Afghanistan
betterresulted
relationships
by holding
“town
to that
explain
or even
apologize.
have
in onlyorlimited
success
and hall’
it canmeetings
be argued
our actions
adversaries
still to
maintain
the
Thirdly and perhaps
information
initiative.most importantly units can do things by providing direct support to a local
community designed to build respect and trust. For example:
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
• By providing security and protection
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
5
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•

By showing respect and being courteous

Comprehensive
Approach
• Through humanitarian
assistance to Information Operations
• By rebuild communities, infrastructure and the economy
“Insurgencies
are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
Sir the
Frank
Kitson and security forces
• By assisting and supporting
local government
If the unit or formation that an IO professional supports understands their vital role in the influence
thepublicizing
Scenethe success that will
battle then an IO campaignPart
can be One
focused-onSetting
exploiting and
inevitably follow, and on attacking our enemies and countering their propaganda. If units do not
fully understand
their role on the IO frontline, then the IO campaign itself will likely only ever be
Current
Situation
defensive and reactive. Failure to understand that every operation will influence will more than
likelyimportance
hand the informational
initiative to our enemies.
The
of Strategic Communications
and Information Operations (to include PSYOP) has
finally been recognized by the U.S. Army and the Informational Logical Line of Operation (LLO)
While it is a significant challenge for IO professionals to convince the warrior of this reality, we can
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
be sobered by this one thought. If we cannot convince our own commanders of this reality, how
operation, along with the Political, Diplomatic, Economic and Military LLOs. Indeed the new Army
are we going to convince the Iraqi or Afghan populations to support their Governments and the
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO) is
Coalition and resist a deadly and merciless insurgency?
likely to be the most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
success
of any of
the other four. To quote directly from FM 3-24:
Task Order
Analysis
“Arguably,
decisive of
battle
for the people’s
minds;planning
hence synchronizing
IO with efforts
along the must
other LLOs is
As
with the the
planning
anyissuccess
operation,
for all information
operations
action,review
including
uses oftask
force,order,
must be
in a abodyguard
of information.”are fully
commencecritical.
with aEvery
detailed
of each
to“wrapped
ensure that
client’s requirements
understand, as well as any operational constraints. Such analysis is also needed to ensure that the
This
idea - of
that
we dothat
and will
say in
COIN
be “wrapped
in ashould
bodyguard
full extent
alleverything
of the challenge
be afaced
areoperation
identifiedshould
and understood.
This
be a
of
information”
is revolutionary.
Especially
one considers
that as little as and
two that
yearsallago,
most
formalized
process
that ensures that
there is when
no ambiguity
or misunderstanding
parties
commanders
saw from
IO, and
other
tools what
of softis power,
simply
functions
fully understand,
the the
outset,
exactly
desired as
and
what secondary
is achievable.
The designed to
create
the freedom
of the
maneuver
needed toshould
facilitate
combat
operations. By
adopting
this concept,
questions/issues
that
IO professional
seek
to answer/confirm
include
the following:
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
!and
Overarching
objectives
Inform,
Warn,
Coerce,
Deter,
Motivate)we will minimize the
word
action, we will
gain far(e.g.
greater
support
from
the local
population;
! Desired message
themes
(e.g.arise
AQI,when
CoV,we
GoI,
FaQ) we have to do; and we will significantly
misunderstandings
that can
so easily
do what
! an
Intended/desired
audience(s)to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
reduce
adversary’s opportunities
! Effects to be achieved
! Success
including
MoP
MoE
However,
while criteria
significant
progress
hasand
been
made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
!
Timeframe
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
! Resources
Information
Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
!
Task
of millions ofConstraints
dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
Coordination
Requirements
IO/PAO
activities)
have!resulted
in only limited
success(with
and itother
can be
argued that
our adversaries still maintain the
information initiative.
This initial coordination and assessment process ensures that the Io professional is:
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
! Fully appraised of, and focused on, a client’s desired goals, specific objectives and desired
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
effects
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! Agile and has the awareness needed to quickly modify an ongoing campaign to meet
changing operational requirement
Comprehensive
Approach to Information Operations
! Able to provide timely recommendations for future campaigns, products and measurable
objectives.
“Insurgencies
are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”

Conduct Self Appraisal

Sir Frank Kitson

“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know yourself but
Part One - Setting the Scene
not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will
succumb in every battle” - Sun Tzu

Current Situation

Sun Tzu understood that it is vital to know both ones enemy and oneself in order to succeed in any
conflict.
A rigorous
self appraisal
ensures that and
onesInformation
strengths are
exploited to
andhas
The importance
of Strategic
Communications
Operations
(togreatest
include effect
PSYOP)
ones
can either
be U.S.
eliminated
or protected.
This effort
requires
finallyweaknesses
been recognized
by the
Army and
the Informational
Logical
Lineanofexceptional
Operation degree
(LLO) of
honesty
to ensure
issueLLOs
can emerge
during a Counter
campaignInsurgency
that will deflect the
has now and
beenintrospection
accepted as one
of thethat
fiveno
critical
in a successful
IO
professional
core message
or will undermine
of an Indeed
audience
the Army
operation,
along from
with the Political,
Diplomatic,
Economic the
andconfidence
Military LLOs.
theinnew
message
or
messenger.
Few
problems
are
so
severe
that
they
cannot
be
overcome
if
identified
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO)in
is
advance
and
measures
taken
immediately
to
mitigate
or
ameliorate
negative
consequences.
Indeed,
likely to be the most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
some
issues
canofbetheturned
advantage
if dealtfrom
with FM
well3-24:
in advance. Also, few internal issues
success
of any
otherinto
four.anTo
quote directly
are likely to emerge that cannot be predicted well in advance through a careful self appraisal. In any
conflict
we can
be certain
onethething
- our
opponent
will be conducting
a thorough
of us isto
“Arguably,
the decisive
battleof
is for
people’s
minds;
hence synchronizing
IO with efforts
along thereview
other LLOs
find any weakness
in our
armor
which
they
can and
ruthlessly
we seek to
critical. Every
action,
including
uses
of force,
mustwill
be “wrapped
in exploit.
a bodyguardTherefore,
of information.”
mirror image our enemy’s review process in order to understand what they perceive to be both our
strengths
This idea -and
thatweaknesses.
everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
This self appraisal process does not take very long (typically a few of hours) but is vital to establish a
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
baseline understanding of our strengths and weakness, as we perceive them, and as our adversaries
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
and contested audiences perceive them. Listed below are examples of the questions that we ask
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
ourselves and our clients:
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
misunderstandings that
can so
whencollective
we do what
have toidentities)
do; and we will significantly
! Who
areeasily
we? arise
(personal,
andwe
political
reduce an adversary’s
distort,
! opportunities
What do we to
stand
for? denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
! What do we oppose?
However, while significant
has been made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
! Howprogress
are we perceived?
woods. As highlighted in my
article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
! recent
By Allies
Information Operations remain
but
a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
! By
Opponents
of millions of dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
! By the Uncommitted & Third Parties
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
! Who are our Allies and why?
information initiative.
! Who are our Opponents and why?
! What are our public strengths & weaknesses?
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
! As we see them?
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
! As our Opponents see them?
7
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! As the Uncommitted & Third Parties see them?
! What resources
do we haveto
at our
disposal?
Comprehensive
Approach
Information
Operations
! What are our constraints? (external, self imposed)
! What is our timeline?

“Insurgencies are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
Sirbegin
Frank
Kitson
This self appraisal process ensures that we
the development
of each new IO campaign with an
objective understanding of ourselves and our strengths and weaknesses as we, our target audiences,
and our adversaries see them. Sun Tzu understood that such knowledge is vital in order to succeed
Part One - Setting the Scene
in any conflict. Only Glevum Associates has a proven method for quickly and cost effectively
conducting a rigorous self appraisal that will ensure that our client’s strengths are exploited to
Current
Situation
greatest effect
and any weaknesses detected can be eliminated or protected by a “bodyguard of
information”.
The importance of Strategic Communications and Information Operations (to include PSYOP) has
Summary
finally
been recognized by the U.S. Army and the Informational Logical Line of Operation (LLO)
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
Having undertaken
these
essential
prerequisites,
the IO
is optimally
operation,
along with
the three
Political,
Diplomatic,
Economic
andprofessional
Military LLOs.
Indeed placed
the newtoArmy
begin the
target(FM
audience
and selection
phase.operations,
This research
phase willOperations
be explained
in isthe
COIN
manual
3-24),research
rightly states
that in COIN
Information
(IO)
next edition
of most
Serviam
followedLLO,
by anand
article
that
the Glevum
approach
target to
audience
likely
to be the
important
if not
theoutlines
most important,
then
certainlytocritical
the
engagement
and
campaign
measurement.
success of any of the other four. To quote directly from FM 3-24:
“Arguably, the decisive battle is for the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
misunderstandings that can so easily arise when we do what we have to do; and we will significantly
reduce an adversary’s opportunities to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
However, while significant progress has been made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
Information Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
of millions of dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
information initiative.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
8
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Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations
Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations
Part Two
“Insurgencies are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
Understanding
the Human Terrain
Sir Frank Kitson
Introduction

Part One - Setting the Scene

In the first part of this three part series, the case was made for a revitalized approach to Information
Current
OperationsSituation
deigned to seize the initiative from our enemies in the battle for the hearts and minds of
all contested audiences. This second article will focus on how to develop the essential Human
The
importance
of that
Strategic
Communications
and Information
Operations
include
PSYOP)
has
Terrain
knowledge
the Information
Operations
operator must
have in, (to
order
to connect
with
finally
been recognized
the U.S. Army
andand
the ideologically
Informationaldiverse
Logicaltarget
Lineaudiences.
of Operation (LLO)
and effectively
influencebyethnically,
culturally
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
operation,
along
with the Political,
Diplomatic,
Economic
and Military
LLOs. Indeed the new Army
Determine
Information
Gaps
and Develop
Collection
Plan
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO) is
likely
to bethat
the an
most
important Operations
LLO, and ifcampaign
not the most
important,
then certainly
critical
the
To ensure
Information
reaches
and impacts
the correct
targettoaudience
success
of any
ofmust
the other
four. To
fromneeded
FM 3-24:
as intended,
one
first collect
all quote
of the directly
information
to intimately understand ones
opponents and the various target audiences that must be reached. Once all existing data has been
“Arguably,evaluated
the decisiveand
battle
is for the people’s
hence identified,
synchronizing
IOmust
with efforts
along the other
collected,
information
gaps minds;
have been
one
then develop
a list LLOs
of is
Every action,
including uses(IR).
of force,
mustthese
be “wrapped
in abeen
bodyguard
of information.”
specific IOcritical.
Information
Requirements
Once
IRs have
determined,
a coordinated
information collection plan should be developed to ensure that all available resources are exploited.
This idea
- that effort
everything
we that
do and
in a COIN
should
“wrapped
in a bodyguard
collection
ensures
the say
planning
of an operation
IO campaign;
thebe
selection
of target
audiences,
of
information”
is revolutionary.
Especially of
when
oneisconsiders
that as
as two
years ago, most
messages
and mediums;
and the assessment
effects
underpinned
bylittle
the best
available
commanders
saw IO,
and
otherpossible
tools of range
soft power,
as simply
secondary
functions cost.
designed to
intelligence drawn
from
thethe
widest
of sources,
quickly,
and at minimum
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
Human
Terrain
Understanding
and
Selection
the
US Army
will quickly
deny our enemies
a critical
advantage. If we adequately explain our every
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
In order to fully understand,
engage
target
at the
time,
using
misunderstandings
that can soselect
easilyand
arise
whenthe
weright
do what
weaudience,
have to do;
andright
we will
significantly
culturally
narratives andto
thedistort,
right media,
it isand
essential
to conduct
a detailed
reduce
an appropriate
adversary’s opportunities
denigrate
deny our
intentions,
words target
and deeds.
audience assessment or Human Terrain analysis for each likely audience. This analysis must cover
every relevant
that influences
community
individual
behave
a particular
way
However,
whilefactor
significant
progress ahas
been madeorover
the lasttotwo
years,inwe
are not yet
outand/or
of the
is
a
source
of
their
individual
or
collective
identity.
Key
factors
that
need
to
be
reviewed
including
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
the following:Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
Information
of millions of dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
• Ethnic and Tribal Background of the TA (to include kinship and descent)
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
• History & Language
information initiative.
• Demographics (male/female, young/old, rich/poor, urban/rural)
• Religion & Superstitions, Ideology, and Belief Structures
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
• Social Structure (values, class and caste, symbols, artifacts, mores, traditions)
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
• Legal System (formal and informal - rule orientated and relationship orientated)
1
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Elites and Traditional/Non-traditional leadership systems
Education System (How much
can they understand/what
have theyOperations
been taught/who taught
Comprehensive
Approach
to Information
them and why?)
• Political System (parties, platforms, personalities)
are(e.g.
primarily
concerned
with the struggle for men’s minds”
• “Insurgencies
Economic System
land rights,
black market)
• Arts, Entertainment, and SportsSir Frank Kitson
• Human Factors (individual and collective psychology)
• Methods of Communication (visual, verbal, or non-verbal)
Part One - Setting the Scene
• Prejudices, Enmities, Vendettas and Hatreds
• Security Systems (state, tribal, family, political)
Current
Situation
• General
attitudes on key issues
•
•

The ultimate
importance
Communications
Information
Operations
(to include
aimofofStrategic
this process
is to develop aand
detailed,
nuanced
and culturally
attunedPSYOP) has
finally been recognized
by the audiences
U.S. Armyprior
and to
thethe
Informational
of Operation
understanding
of all potential
selection of Logical
specific Line
segments
to target.(LLO)
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
operation, Methodology
along with the Political, Diplomatic, Economic and Military LLOs. Indeed the new Army
Research
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO) is
likelyHuman
to be the
most research
importantmethodology
LLO, and if advocated
not the most
important,
then certainly
critical
The
Terrain
by Glevum
combines
qualitative
andto the
success of any
of the techniques
other four. organized
To quote around
directlythrough
from FM
quantitative
research
the3-24:
proven intelligence collection cycle.
This multidisciplinary approach utilizes specialists drawn from the intelligence community, relevant
“Arguably,
the decisive
battle ispolitics,
for the people’s
minds; sociology,
hence synchronizing
IO with efforts
along the experts
other LLOs
is
social
sciences
(e.g. history,
economics,
anthropology,
psychology);
in the
Every attitudes,
action, including
uses proven
of force, must
be “wrapped
in a tools
bodyguard
of information.”
assessmentcritical.
of current
utilizing
attitudinal
research
(polling,
focus groups and
semi-structured interviews); commercial market and political research experts; and by media research
This idea - that
everythingprint
we do
saymedia).
in a COIN
operation
should
“wrapped
in awith
bodyguard
professionals
(broadcast,
andand
new
These
specialists
mustbe
fully
cooperate
local
of information”
is revolutionary.
one considers that as little as two years ago, most
subject
matter experts
drawn fromEspecially
the same when
disciplines.
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
create
theAudience
freedom of Selection
maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
Target
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
word
and
action, wedetailed
will gainHuman
far greater
support
fromitthe
localpossible
population;
we will
the
Having
undertaken
Terrain
research,
is then
to begin
theminimize
target audience
misunderstandings
that IO
canprofessional
so easily arise
whenalways
we do resist
what attempts
we have to
andthe
wetarget
will significantly
selection process. The
should
to do;
define
audience
reduce
an
adversary’s
opportunities
to
distort,
denigrate
and
deny
our
intentions,
words
and
deeds.
before this research process is well underway. It is also vital that previously selected audiences
are
regularly re-evaluated as their relevance, attitudes and preferences can change over time. The real
However,
while research
significant
progress
has been
made
over the
lasttarget
two years,
we areinto
not segments
yet out of the
value of proper
is that
it allows
for the
partition
of the
population
woods.
in my
recent article
in the
fall edition
Eastand
Quarter,
U.S. Once the
based onAs
thehighlighted
level of their
anticipated
support
or lack
thereofofforMiddle
our goals
objectives.
Information
Operations
remain but
shadowtoofselect
our opponents,
despite
research effort
is well underway
it is apossible
which segments
ofthe
theinvestment
population of
wehundreds
should
of
millions
of
dollars
annually.
Overall,
Coalition
media
strategies
in
both
Iraq
and
Afghanistan
target using the appropriate narratives and mediums in order to achieve the desired effect.
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
information
initiative.process, and in order to complete the research process, one must finally
During the selection
determine what the chosen target audience actually understands about the key issues that the
Insurgent
IOdesigned
capabilities
are advanced.
is their most effective
propaganda
This
campaign is
to impact.
In the Violence
Glevum comprehensive
approach
these are tool.
known
as is not
a“Ground
new strategy.
For example,
Johann
Most,
a nineteenth-century
pamphleteer,
described
Truths”.
The reality
is that
audience’s
perceptions onGerman
a range of
issues are likely
to be
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profoundly different from those of the IO professional. It is therefore necessary to establish what
these ground
truths are, before developing
what might
otherwise be a flawedOperations
campaign. If done
Comprehensive
Approach
to Information
properly, an IO campaign that is properly grounded by an intimate understanding of the world as it
is and not as we might like it to be, stands the greatest chance of success.

“Insurgencies are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
Sir Frank Kitson
Adversary and Propaganda Analysis

Our enemies have shown themselves
to be -highly
adept atthe
releasing
timely and effective messages
Part One
Setting
Scene
that undermine support for our mission and which bolsters their own reputation and perceived
potency. They are quick to exploit Coalition failures and excesses; they respond rapidly to defend
Current
Situation
their own actions;
and they are able to hijack Coalition successes and present them as proof that
change only occurs as a result of their own violent campaign. Glevum believes that it is vital to
The
importance
of Strategic
Communications
and Information
Operations
include PSYOP)
conduct
an objective
and comprehensive
appraisal
of each opponent
before(to
developing
an IO has
finally
beenThis
recognized
the U.S.
Army and
Informational
Logical
Line of Operation
(LLO)
campaign.
researchbyseeks
to identify
the the
opponent’s
strengths
and weaknesses;
determines
who
has
now
been
accepted
as
one
of
the
five
critical
LLOs
in
a
successful
Counter
Insurgency
they are; what they have already done or will do to influence contested audiences: and what impact
operation,
alonghas
with
Diplomatic,
Economic
andArmed
Militarywith
LLOs.
the new
their campaign
or the
willPolitical,
likely have
on these key
audiences.
this Indeed
knowledge,
it is Army
COIN
(FM an
3-24),
states
in COIN
operations,
Information
Operations
(IO) is
possiblemanual
to develop
IO rightly
campaign
thatthat
avoids
or mitigates
an opponent’s
strengths
and ruthlessly
likely
to their
be theweaknesses.
most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
exploits
success of any of the other four. To quote directly from FM 3-24:

Understanding the Media Environment

“Arguably, the decisive battle is for the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
An expert from Voice of America once wrote that “if a message does not show it does not sow”.
His point was that even a perfectly constructed and culturally attuned message will not achieve the
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
desired impact if it is not seen, heard or read by the right target audience. It is vital that we fully
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
understand the media environment that we encounter in each AO. This enables us to select and
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
focus on those specific media channels that ensure that we reach and impact our chosen audience
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
exactly as desired, thereby saving time and money. When conducting detailed media analysis the
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
following factors need to be considered:
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
misunderstandings that can so easily arise when we do what we have to do; and we will significantly
• Mediums available
reduce an adversary’s opportunities to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
• Ratings (Broadcast, print, new media)
• Impartiality and/or bias of outlets
However, while significant progress has been made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
• Popular preferences
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
• Impact of each media on target audiences
Information Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
• Popular and/or respected media sources and personalities
of millions of dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
• Non-traditional media sources
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
information initiative.
The overall aim is to develop and maintain a comprehensive overview of the multimedia
environment in and around the AO, which can then be exploited to reach most critical audience.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
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Summary

Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations

Having properly prepared oneself, to include conducting detailed human terrain research, the IO
professional is now optimally placed to begin the engagement and campaign measurement phases.
aretheprimarily
concerned
with
the struggle
for Associates
men’s minds”
These“Insurgencies
final two stages of
comprehensive
approach
advocated
by Glevum
will be
Sir
Frank
Kitson
summarized in Part Three of this series.

Part One - Setting the Scene
Current Situation
The importance of Strategic Communications and Information Operations (to include PSYOP) has
finally been recognized by the U.S. Army and the Informational Logical Line of Operation (LLO)
has now been accepted as one of the five critical LLOs in a successful Counter Insurgency
operation, along with the Political, Diplomatic, Economic and Military LLOs. Indeed the new Army
COIN manual (FM 3-24), rightly states that in COIN operations, Information Operations (IO) is
likely to be the most important LLO, and if not the most important, then certainly critical to the
success of any of the other four. To quote directly from FM 3-24:
“Arguably, the decisive battle is for the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
misunderstandings that can so easily arise when we do what we have to do; and we will significantly
reduce an adversary’s opportunities to distort, denigrate and deny our intentions, words and deeds.
However, while significant progress has been made over the last two years, we are not yet out of the
woods. As highlighted in my recent article in the fall edition of Middle East Quarter, U.S.
Information Operations remain but a shadow of our opponents, despite the investment of hundreds
of millions of dollars annually. Overall, Coalition media strategies in both Iraq and Afghanistan
have resulted in only limited success and it can be argued that our adversaries still maintain the
information initiative.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
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Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations
Comprehensive Approach to Information Operations
Part Three
“Insurgencies are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds”
Effective
Engagement
Sir Frank Kitson
Introduction

Part One - Setting the Scene

The second part of this four part series, focused on how to develop the essential Human Terrain
Current
knowledgeSituation
that the Information Operations (IO) operator must have in, order to connect with and
effectively influence ethnically, culturally and ideologically diverse target audiences. The output of
The
importance of Strategic
Communications
Information
(tobeinclude
PSYOP) hasof
this comprehensive
social science
based humanand
terrain
research Operations
phase should
the development
finally
been
recognized byofthe
U.S.
Army
andaudience,
the Informational
Line of Operation
a detailed
understanding
each
likely
target
to includeLogical
the identification
of those(LLO)
issues
has
been
accepted
one of the
five
LLOs intoaimpact
successful
Counter
thatnow
matter
to them;
theasnarratives
that
cancritical
be exploited
them;
and theInsurgency
most appropriate
operation,
along
the Political,
Diplomatic,
Economic
and Military
LLOs.
Indeedplaced
the new
mediums that
canwith
be exploited
to reach
them. The
IO professional
is then
optimally
to Army
COIN
manual
(FM 3-24),
rightly
states
that inorCOIN
operations,
(IO) is
partition
the population
into
selected
groups
segments
based onInformation
the level ofOperations
their anticipated
likely
to for
be the
important
not the most
important,
then
certainly
critical
support
oursmost
or our
enemies’LLO,
goalsand
andifobjectives.
Having
selected
and
evaluated
theseto the
success
of these
any ofsegments
the othercan
four.
directly
from FM
3-24: with this extensive and
segments,
thenTobequote
effectively
targeted.
Armed
comprehensive body of knowledge, the IO operator can then begin the process of developing and
“Arguably,effective
the decisive
battle is for campaigns.
the people’s minds; hence synchronizing IO with efforts along the other LLOs is
deploying
multimedia
critical. Every action, including uses of force, must be “wrapped in a bodyguard of information.”
Rather than explain the mechanics of how to commission, produce and deploy an effective
This
idea - that
everything
we should
do and be
saywell
in aknown
COIN to
operation
should be “wrapped
in awill
bodyguard
information
campaign,
which
the IO professional,
the author
focus on
of
information”
is revolutionary.
when one to
considers
that as little
as two years
most
certain
ground truths
that need to Especially
be fully understood
ensure effective
engagement
withago,
all target
commanders
saw IO, and the
other
tools
of soft can
power,
as in
simply
secondary
functions
designed to
audiences. Challenges
pitfalls
that
if ignored
derail
the most
well planned
effort.
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
the
US Army
will quickly –deny
our enemies
a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
Effective
Engagement
“Locals
Know Best’
word and action, we will gain far greater support from the local population; we will minimize the
misunderstandings
can solike
easily
arise when
weFreedom,
do what we
havedirect
to do;access
and we
significantly
At the beginning ofthat
a mission
Operation
Iraqi
where
to will
the local
reduce
an adversary’s
denigrateprofessional
and deny our
words
and deeds.
population
is denied, itopportunities
is likely that to
thedistort,
IO or PSYOP
willintentions,
need to rely
on their
own
resources to identify and segment desired target audiences; determine the most suitable narratives
However,
while
significant
progress and
has been
made
over the and
last two
years,
are not yet
out of the
and mediums
that
can be exploited;
in order
to produce
deploy
thewe
multimedia
messages
woods.
highlighted
in my
recent article
fall edition
of Middle
Quarter,
U.S. to the
that will As
facilitate
effective
engagement.
At in
thethe
outset,
it is unlikely
thatEast
we will
have access
Information
Operations
butstill
a shadow
our opponents,
of hundreds
domestic media,
althoughremain
we may
be able of
to reach
the target despite
audiencethe
viainvestment
satellite radio
and TV
of
millions
of dollars
Overall,
Coalition
media strategies
both Iraqsuch
and as
Afghanistan
stations,
especially
as annually.
satellite dishes
continue
to proliferate,
even inincountries
Iran. At the
have
resulted
in
only
limited
success
and
it
can
be
argued
that
our
adversaries
still
maintain
outset however, efforts to reach the population are likely to be localized, using the military’sthe
own
information
initiative.
somewhat limited multimedia broadcast capabilities and the ubiquitous leaflet drop.
Insurgent
capabilities
are advanced.
Violenceevery
is their
most
effective
propaganda
tool.
This
is not
However, IO
as soon
as a locale
has been secured,
effort
should
be made
to engage
with,
and
aexploit
new strategy.
For example,
Johann
Most, ainnineteenth-century
described
local experts,
companies
and media
order to achieve a German
sustainedpamphleteer,
impact as quickly
as
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possible. This recommendation is made because the author strongly believes that that the
campaigns,
themes and products that
stand the bestto
chance
of resonating with
the local population
Comprehensive
Approach
Information
Operations
as desired, are those that are developed by the locals themselves. Similarly, the messages that will
achieve the most impact are those which address the issues that matter most to the local population
“Insurgencies
concerned
with
thewith
struggle
men’s
and connect
with themare
on aprimarily
personal level
– only they
know
certaintyfor
what
those minds”
issues are and
how we connect with them. The role ofSir
the Frank
IO professional
Kitson should therefore be to exploit local
knowledge, expertise and outlets in order to translate our desired effects, derived from our carefully
selected lines of persuasion, into a form that can be absorbed, understood and will resonate with the
Part One - Setting the Scene
local population.

Current
Situation
The temptation
of course is for the IO professional to develop their own Western based, English
language ideas and concepts, translated into the local language, expecting them to have the same
The
importance
Information
PSYOP)
impact
in Arabicof
orStrategic
Farsi thatCommunications
they might have and
in English.
WhileOperations
these types(to
ofinclude
campaigns
and has
finally
been
by the U.S.
Armycommanders
and the Informational
Logical
of Operation
(LLO)
products
arerecognized
easily understood
by senior
and lawyers,
rarelyLine
do they
resonate as
desired
has
been accepted
one of
the five
in a successful
Counter
withnow
the target
audience.asThis
process
alsocritical
worksLLOs
in reverse,
as evidenced
by theInsurgency
hugely successful
operation,
along
with
the“This
Political,
Economic
and The
Military
new Army
anti terrorism
pop
song
is notDiplomatic,
Us –We Are
Not That”.
lyricsLLOs.
of thisIndeed
charity the
song,
COIN
manual
3-24), pop-stars,
rightly states
operations,
Information
(IO) is
recorded
by top(FM
Pakistani
andthat
soldinorCOIN
downloaded
in huge
numbers,Operations
has little meaning
likely
be the most
LLO, andwhen
if notperformed
the most important,
then
certainly
the
when to
translated
into important
English. However,
in the native
Urdu
of thecritical
writer,to
it has
success
ofmeaning
any of the
four.Muslims
To quote
directly
from FM
3-24: their country and faith. That is
profound
toother
Pakistani
tired
of terrorism
defining
why companies like Ford and Coke do not use English speaking Madison Avenue-based advertising
“Arguably,
decisive
battle isinforChina
the people’s
minds;Instead,
hence synchronizing
IO with
efforts along
the other to
LLOs is
teams
to sellthetheir
products
or India.
they use local
advertising
personnel
critical. Every
of force,
must be “wrapped
in populations.
a bodyguard of information.”
develop campaigns
thataction,
haveincluding
meaninguses
with
the Chinese
or Indian
To use a relevant
analogy to illustrate this point - the IO professional should become, as quickly as possible, the
This
idea - that
everything
wedelegating
do and saythe
in duties
a COIN
should
be “wrapped
in a bodyguard
impresario
of their
campaign
of operation
song writer,
conductor
and orchestra
to local
of
information”
is revolutionary.
when one
considers
thatand
as little
yearsthemselves.
ago, most
experts
and companies
rather thanEspecially
trying to trying
to write
the score
play as
thetwo
music
commanders saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
create
the freedom
of maneuver
to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
Effective
Engagement
– “Keepneeded
it Real”
the US Army will quickly deny our enemies a critical advantage. If we adequately explain our every
word
action,
we will gainand
farproducts
greater support
from
local concepts
population;
will minimize
the
All tooand
often
IO campaigns
are based
on the
abstract
andweWestern
ideals that
misunderstandings
canpoorly
so easily
arise when
what
we have toFor
do; example,
and we will
significantly
have little relevancethat
or are
understood
bywe
thedo
local
population.
as lines
of
reduce
an
adversary’s
opportunities
to
distort,
denigrate
and
deny
our
intentions,
words
and
deeds.
persuasion go; the promotion of democracy, law and order or the local security forces are perfectly
appropriate. However, these somewhat abstract concepts must then be translated into a form that
However,
while significant
progress
has beenAmade
over
the last living
two years,
we are
not yet outinof the
will be understood
by the local
population.
Pashtu
tribesman
in a rural
community
woods.
highlighteddoes
in my
recent
articleunderstanding
in the fall edition
of Middle
Quarter, U.S. legitimate
SouthernAs
Afghanistan
have
a refined
of the
conceptEast
of representative
Information
Operations
remain
shadow ofauthority
our opponents,
despite
of hundreds
governance but
in his case
this isbut
theatraditional
of village
eldersthe
andinvestment
tribal leaders
rather
of
millions
dollars annually.
Overall,
Coalition
strategies
in both
and Afghanistan
than
electedofpoliticians.
Similarly
most Sunni
tribalmedia
leaders
in Western
IraqIraq
support
the restoration
have
resulted
in
only
limited
success
and
it
can
be
argued
that
our
adversaries
still
maintain
the have
of law and order and accept the need for an effective and reliable police force. However, many
information
initiative.
great difficulty
in accepting a Shia dominated police force, certain elements of which have
participated in the torture and murder of hundreds of their fellow Sunni. The key therefore is to
Insurgentour
IOlines
capabilities
are advanced.
Violence
their most effective
propaganda
tool.
This is not
connect
of persuasion
to the issues
that ismatter
to the local
population,
using
a new strategy.
For example,
Johann
Most, and
a nineteenth-century
pamphleteer,
narratives
that they
themselves
understand
accept. “KeepingGerman
it real’ for
influencersdescribed
and the
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population in general is absolutely the best way to achieve our desired objectives. Again this
necessitates
the use of local expertise
not simply asto
subcontracted
labor, controlled
by English
Comprehensive
Approach
Information
Operations
speaking foreign-owned prime contractors, but by drawing local vendors into the center of the IO
planning and creative development process. Western media and advertising companies can facilitate
“Insurgencies
are primarily
concerned
struggle
minds”
this relationship
but should
not control nor
dominatewith
it, notthe
least
because for
if themen’s
main profits
from
these contractors are secured by international
vendors,Kitson
local capacity and capabilities will never
Sir Frank
expand or mature.

Part One - Setting the Scene

Effective Engagement – “Think Strategic But Act Local”

Current
The largestSituation
concentration of IO professionals and resources is not at the Brigade or Battalion level
where the greatest impact is achieved in Counter Insurgency operations. Instead, it is at the Corps
The
importance
of Strategic
Communications
and Information
Operations
(to include
PSYOP)
and Army
level, where
literally
hundreds of personnel
are deployed
and hundreds
of millions
of has
finally
recognized
by the tendency
U.S. Armywhen
and the
Informational
Logical
of Operation
(LLO)
dollarsbeen
are spent.
The natural
authority
and resources
areLine
concentrated
at the
highest
has now
been
as one
of theto
five
critical
LLOs in
a successful
Counter Insurgency
levels
is for
thisaccepted
assembled
expertise
seek
to develop
a top-down
national-level
IO campaign
operation,
with thegrassroots
Political, Diplomatic,
Economic
and Military by
LLOs.
Indeed theon
new Army
rather
thanalong
a bottom-up
one. This mistake
is compounded
an overreliance
COIN manual
(FMby
3-24),
rightly states
that in COIN
operations,
Informationcompanies
Operationssimilarly
(IO) is
expertise
provided
international
advertising
and strategic
communications
likely to be theatmost
important
LLO,levels
and ifof
not
the most important,
thenhave
certainly
critical
to the
concentrated
the Army
and Corps
command.
These experts
focused
IO efforts,
success ofinany
of the
other four.
quoteadvertising
directly from
FM 3-24:deploying broad concepts aimed at
especially
Iraq,
on national
and To
regional
campaigns
a generic audience. The reality in places like Iraq is that we are not selling products and the audience
the decisiveand
battle
is for the
people’s
withpowder.
efforts along
the other
is“Arguably,
far more complex
diverse
than
thoseminds;
who hence
mightsynchronizing
buy cars orIOsoap
Rather,
weLLOs
are is
critical.
Every action,
including uses
of force,and
mustlocal
be “wrapped
a bodyguard
of information.”
conducting
simultaneous
multifaceted
national
politicalinstyle
campaigns,
undertaken in the
midst of a major counter insurgency operation.
This idea - that everything we do and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
of information”
is revolutionary.
Especially
one–considers
that asAmerican
little as two
years ago,and
most
Successful
multi-issue
political campaigns
of when
this type
the upcoming
presidential
commanders saw
IO, and
the an
other
tools of
soft power,
as simply
secondary
functions
designed to
congressional
elections
being
excellent
example
- are not
won through
national
advertising
create the freedom
of because
maneuver
needed
to facilitate
combat
operations.
By adopting
campaigns.
Not least,
there
are few
issues that
the majority
of voters
can agreethis
on,concept,
even
the
US
Army
will
quickly
deny
our
enemies
a
critical
advantage.
If
we
adequately
explain
our
every
those in the same political party. Instead, the candidates in these elections run grassroots focused
word and action,
we will
support
from the
population;
we will advertising.
minimize the
campaigns
reinforced
by gain
localfar
andgreater
regional
advertising
and local
occasionally
by national
misunderstandings
that can
easily arise
when we
do whatthat
we connect
have to do;
will that
significantly
Such
a campaign allows
the so
candidates
to deploy
messages
withand
thewe
issues
matter
reduce
an
adversary’s
opportunities
to
distort,
denigrate
and
deny
our
intentions,
words
and
most in each state and congressional district, and even county by county and town by town indeeds.
socalled swing states. Many of these messages are deployed by the candidates themselves at local
However,
while
progress
hashave
beenmessage
made over
the last
two years,
we are
not yet out of the
events
or by
key significant
local influencers
who
authority
within
a narrow
community.
woods. As
highlighted
in my
recent
articleneeds
in thetofall
East Quarter,
U.S. we can
Similarly
in places
like Iraq,
our
IO effort
beedition
focusedofatMiddle
the grassroots
level, where
Information
Operations
remain
butspecific
a shadow
of our
despite
the investment
of hundreds
tailor
our messages
to focus
on the
issues
thatopponents,
matter to the
population
in each community;
of millions of
annually.
Overall,
Coalition media
in both
and Afghanistan
reinforcing
anddollars
amplifying
the far
more important
actionsstrategies
and words
of theIraq
Brigades
operating in
have
resulted
in
only
limited
success
and
it
can
be
argued
that
our
adversaries
still
maintain
the
these areas. At this level, we can also exploit local influencers with real credibility and visibility
information
initiative. This grassroots approach to IO, compliments the Main Effort of COIN
within
the community.
operations, which is at the Brigade and Battalion level, where the war is won individual by individual,
Insurgent
IO capabilities
are advanced.
ViolenceThe
is their
effective
tool. Thisshould
is not
street
by street
and community
by community.
role most
of national
andpropaganda
regional advertising
a new
strategy.the
Forgrassroots
example, effort
JohannbyMost,
a nineteenth-century
German
pamphleteer,
described
be
to support
focusing
on those few issues
that are
common across
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communities and by broadcasting successes achieved at the local level. This begs the question - why
then areComprehensive
hundreds of millions of dollars
being spentto
at Information
the national level in Iraq,
while many
Approach
Operations
battalions and brigades operate with insufficient experienced IO personnel and resources? Artillery
would never be concentrated at the Army or Corps level to the exclusion of lower units and neither
arebudgets.
primarily
concerned
with isthe
struggle
for men’s
minds”
should“Insurgencies
IO personnel and
The key
to IO success
to “think
strategic
but to act
local”.

Sir Frank Kitson

Effective Engagement - Actions Speak Louder than Words

Part One - Setting the Scene

Effective IO is not simply about what we say it is far more about what we do. Our actions can say
far more about who we are, what we want, and how we feel about the local population than any
Current
multimediaSituation
information campaign. Perhaps the greatest impact an IO professional can therefore
have, is not in developing a kick-ass IO campaign or product but rather in assisting frontline
The
importance
of Strategic
has
commanders
to develop
and Communications
undertake combatand
andInformation
civil militaryOperations
operations(to
thatinclude
securePSYOP)
maximum
finally
recognized
by the
Army andenhance
the Informational
Logicaland
LineIraqi
of Operation
(LLO)
positivebeen
influence
with the
localU.S.
population;
trust in American
government
has
now been
one
of the five
critical
LLOs
in aadversaries.
successful Counter
Insurgency
intentions;
andaccepted
discreditasthe
arguments
and
actions
of our
The author
therefore
operation,
along with the
Diplomatic,
Economic
and Military
LLOs. Indeed
strongly recommends
thatPolitical,
IO professionals
deploy
their intimate
understanding
of the the
localnew Army
COIN
manual
(FM commanders
3-24), rightly states
COIN operations,
Operations
(IO) is
population
to assist
to planthat
andinconduct
effective fullInformation
spectrum operations
designed
likely
to be
thelocal
mostsupport,
important
LLO,
and
if not the it.
most
important,
then
certainlyincritical
to the
take and
hold
rather
than
undermine
This
reality is no
different
the commercial
success
of any
of theadvertising
other four.campaign
To quoteindirectly
from
FM
3-24: fail if the product it is
world. The
greatest
the world
will
ultimately
promoting does not meet the needs of the market or fails to perform as promised. Ultimately a
“Arguably,
thedeliver
decisive to
battle
for the
minds;
hence synchronizing
IO with
along the
other LLOs
product
must
sellisand
nopeople’s
amount
of “snake-oil”
can change
thatefforts
essential
dynamic.
By is
critical.
Every
usesorder
of force,
“wrapped
in a and
bodyguard
of information.”
focusing on
actions
as action,
well asincluding
words in
to must
help be
shape
combat
civil military
operations, the
IO professional can quickly work themselves out of a job as the actions of the units they support
Thisand
ideahold
- that
do and
a COIN
operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
win
theeverything
hearts andweminds
of say
the in
local
population.
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
commanders
saw IO, and–the
other tools
of soft
Effective
Engagement
Entertain
as well
as power,
Informas simply secondary functions designed to
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
the USIO
Army
will quickly
denyrather
our enemies
critical
If wedomestic
adequately
explain
our every
Many
products
are frankly
dull, inathe
sameadvantage.
way that most
public
service
word and action,while
we will
gain
the local
population;
we no
willreason
minimize
announcements
vital
dofar
notgreater
exactlysupport
inspire from
or excite.
There
is absolutely
whythe
this
misunderstandings
that
can
so
easily
arise
when
we
do
what
we
have
to
do;
and
we
will
significantly
should be the case, other than a lack of ambition on the part of the IO professional and/or a lack of
reduce
an adversary’s
opportunities
to distort,
our Indeed
intentions,
words
trust
from
commanders.
It is possible
to both denigrate
entertain and deny
inform.
if one
doesand
not deeds.
entertain the audience is far more likely that they will tune out our messages. Humor and ridicule
However,
while weapons
significanttoprogress
hasaudience
been made
last more
two years,
we are
outItofisthe
can
be effective
disarm an
andover
makethe
them
receptive
to not
our yet
ideas.
woods.
As effective
highlighted
in my recentour
article
in the fallDrama
editionhas
of long
Middle
East
Quarter,
U.S. political
also
highly
at discrediting
opponents.
been
a tool
to convey
Information
Operationswho
remain
but
a shadowbeofunwilling
our opponents,
theofinvestment
of hundreds
messages
to audiences
might
otherwise
to listen.despite
The use
poetry, music
and
of millions
of dollars
annually.
Overall,
Coalition
media strategies
in both
Afghanistan
songs
are highly
effective
ways to
energize
target audiences
and have
been Iraq
usedand
in Arabic
and
have
resulted
in
only
limited
success
and
it
can
be
argued
that
our
adversaries
still
maintain
Afghan culture for centuries to inform, criticize and debate. These methods also tend to bethe
more
information
initiative.
effective for crossing cultural, religious, and generation boundaries delivering subtle implied
messages. Whether it is a pop song, the insertion of a character in a soap opera, a comedy show, a
Insurgent
capabilities
advanced.
Violence is is
their
most
Thisany
is not
“Made ForIO
TV”
movie, orare
a poem
- entertainment
often
theeffective
best waypropaganda
to reach andtool.
impact
aaudience.
new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
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Certainly
Western educated English
speaking IO professionals
are not goingOperations
to be able to develop
Comprehensive
Approach
to Information
this type of programming themselves. But by working with local experts and vendors, it is possible
to produce cost effective and culturally sensitive programs that will entertain and inform and do so
“Insurgencies
are primarily
with the struggle
for men’s
minds”
in subtle
ways that circumvent
audience concerned
bias and preconceptions.
Such subtle
messaging
is also
more effective because it is “home grown”
properly
respectful of cultural, family, and religious
Sir and
Frank
Kitson
values, ensuring maximum impact with audiences that can easily detect and often dismiss non-locally
developed messages and messengers.

Part One - Setting the Scene

Effective Engagement – Always Seek Independent Second Opinions

Current Situation

Even where local vendors are used to develop culturally sensitive creative concepts and prototype
The
importance
of Strategic
Communications
and
Information
Operations
include PSYOP)
has
products,
all should
still be independently
tested
with
representative
sample (to
audiences.
At a
finally
beenthis
recognized
by the focus
U.S. Army
anddrawn
the Informational
Line of Operation
(LLO)
minimum,
should include
groups
from the sameLogical
demographics
as those the
has now isbeen
accepted
as one
of the five
critical
in a successful
Counter
Insurgency
product
aimed
at. Ideally
products
should
alsoLLOs
be shown
to larger test
audiences,
although
operation,
along with the
Political,
Diplomatic,
Military
LLOs.
Indeed the
new
Army
security
considerations
may
sometimes
precludeEconomic
this. The and
author
strongly
recommends
that
such
COIN
(FM 3-24), rightly
that inorCOIN
Information
Operations
(IO) is
researchmanual
is not undertaken
by the states
same team
vendoroperations,
that produced
the concept
or prototype
likely
to beThat
the is
most
important
LLO,
and iffor
notthe
thecreator
most important,
thenreview
certainly
to the
product.
because
it is very
difficult
to objectively
theircritical
own products
success
of any
of the other
four.vendors
To quote
from
FM 3-24:
and because
occasionally
some
willdirectly
chose the
reviewers
and reviews most likely to favor
their designs and products. Seeking independent second opinions from individuals or audiences as
“Arguably,
the decisive
battleselected
is for thetarget
people’s
minds; hence
with effortstheme
along the
other LLOs is
similar
as possible
to the
audience
will synchronizing
ensure that aIOcampaign
or product
Every action,
including
uses of force,
be “wrappedasindesired.
a bodyguard
information.”
stands thecritical.
best chance
of being
understood
and must
of resonating
Theoftest
audience will tell
the IO professional if a concept does or does not work as long as the review process is properly
This
idea - that
we do
and say in a COIN operation should be “wrapped in a bodyguard
undertaken
and everything
independently
managed.
of information” is revolutionary. Especially when one considers that as little as two years ago, most
commanders
Summary saw IO, and the other tools of soft power, as simply secondary functions designed to
create the freedom of maneuver needed to facilitate combat operations. By adopting this concept,
the
US Army
deny needs
our enemies
a critical
advantage.
If we adequately
explain
our every
Of course
thewill
IO quickly
professional
to follow
the campaign
approach
defined in their
doctrine
and
word
and
action,
we
will
gain
far
greater
support
from
the
local
population;
we
will
minimize
the
outlined in their manuals and training. However, there are still many pitfalls that are not always
misunderstandings
that can
arisechallenges
when we that
do what
we have tothe
do;efforts
and weofwill
reflected
in the manuals
andso
in easily
training,
can undermine
thesignificantly
uninitiated
reduce
an
adversary’s
opportunities
to
distort,
denigrate
and
deny
our
intentions,
words
and
deeds.
or inexperienced operator to reach and impact an audience. In this article, the author has tried
to
highlight some of the most important ground truths issues that need to be understood when
However, while
significantaprogress
been
made over the last
we are not
yet challenges.
out of the
developing
and deploying
campaignhas
with
recommendations
fortwo
howyears,
to overcome
these
woods.
As highlighted
in my
recentto
article
in theeffective
fall edition
of Middle East
Quarter,
U.S.
This
should
enable the IO
operator
facilitate
communications
with
the local
population
Information
remainorbut
a shadow
opponents,
despite the
investment
of hundreds
regardless
of Operations
culture, ideology
ethnicity.
In of
theour
fourth
and concluding
article
of this series
the
of millions
of dollars
annually.
Overall,task
Coalition
strategies in
bothRELAIBLE
Iraq and Afghanistan
author
will focus
on the
most difficult
for themedia
IO professional
– the
measurement
have
resulted
in
only
limited
success
and
it
can
be
argued
that
our
adversaries
still
maintain
the
of performance and effectiveness – some might say the “holy grail” of IO.
information initiative.
Insurgent IO capabilities are advanced. Violence is their most effective propaganda tool. This is not
a new strategy. For example, Johann Most, a nineteenth-century German pamphleteer, described
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